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WILEY X PRESCRIBES
RX INSERTS

GTW speaks with leading eyewear company Wiley X to find out
the benefits of choosing eyewear with a prescription insert as an
alternative to having the prescription in the outer lens.

I

f you need prescription lenses, choosing a
Wiley X model with an RX insert provides
you with many advantages compared to
models where the prescription lenses are
built directly into the frame (full frame
design).
First of all it is easier and less expensive
to replace an outer lens, which has no
prescription and with up to five different
front lens colour options you’ll be able to
adjust to any given light condition. Without
the insert anyone can wear the eyewear
making it a flexible option. Despite the
insert the eyewear is still certified to Wiley
X’s military ballistic standard whilst the
inserts can fit into a variety of different
styles, giving you amazing flexibility.
The PTX insert can be used in the
following models: Saber Advanced, WX
Vapor, WX Rogue and WX Rogue Comm.
In other words – one insert equals lots of
opportunities! GTW
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FEATURES

• Prepared to hold the Wiley
X PTX prescription insert
• Adjustable to all nose
shapes and sizes
• Specially developed rubber
coating for superior grip
and high comfort

360 degree Nosepiece

When wearing shooting eyewear with the prescription
mounted behind the lens, it is vital that you can fully adjust
the nosepiece. The nosepiece on Wiley X models when using
a prescription insert is 360 degree adjustable, which will allow
the wearer to adjust it to his/hers liking. A wire core makes this
nosepiece fully adjustable. Specially developed rubber on top
of the wire core guarantees a superior grip during almost any
activity. The rubber is also very robust and so comfortable that
the glasses can be worn all day without any discomfort.

About

Since its establishment
in 1987 Wiley X has
been a global leader in
the protective eyewear
market supplying
military forces and
law enforcement
personnel with top
of the line ballistic
eyewear. Realizing the
need to protect your
eyes also during leisure
and sports, Wiley X
is the only premium
eyewear brand who
tests its entire sunglass
collection to both ANSI
Z87.1-2010 & EN.166
safety and optical
standards.

